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                                                        Why Should I Care About Clean Yield Data?

        
                                                    

        
                                                    This is a question many farmers are asking, and Devon Liss is ready with an answer. The Trimble Product Development Manager has been immersed in the world of ag technology for 14 years now, with a clear focus of finding new ways to help farmers grow profitable acres, with as few tech hassles as possible.
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                                                        Supplemental Heating: A New Era in On-Farm Grain Storage?

        
                                                    

        
                                                    Climate variability and erratic weather patterns are changing the way farmers manage on-farm grain storage.
 
Climate change and the frequency of extreme global weather variability are wreaking havoc on historic farm practices that are simply not keeping up. While there was a time when extreme weather hampered crops every 10 or 20 years, now it can be as often as every two or three.
 
As what used to be rare becomes more the norm, farmers need to change the way they think about on-farm grain storage, says a prominent Canadian agriculture researcher. And the answer may lie in supplemental heating.
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                                                        Manage Water to Maximize Yields and Drive Farm Profits

        
                                                    

        
                                                    Water is one of the biggest factors of determining crop yield on farms today. And while farmers often feel at the mercy of Mother Nature, there are many effective strategies we can leverage to help turn the tables on soil moisture problems and manage available water to hit top yields.
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                                                        New Ways to Create Value from Good Yield Data

        
                                                    

        
                                                    Yield data is probably the most foundational metric farmers track today. It allows them to determine if their VR programs are paying off, versus sticking to flat-rate application. And smart farmers know that the more granular they get — tracking yield by farm, by crop, by field, by productivity zone — the more powerful the data becomes.
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                                                        When to Incorporate More Precision Ag into Your Crop Management Plans

        
                                                    

        
                                                    In many precision ag conversations happening in farming circles today, there seems to be a sense that if farmers are not 'variable rating' some or all of their inputs, they risk being left behind. But consider this: Sometimes the decision not to do precision management on a field or zone can be the smartest precision decision a farmer could make.
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                                                        Crop Scouting Success: Timing is Everything

        
                                                    

        
                                                    Crop scouting may just be one of the most important investments in risk management a farmer can make. It's also one that can pay off — quite significantly.
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                                                        The Value of Tracking Herbicide Usage on the Farm

        
                                                    

        
                                                    As we move into summer, farmers are juggling many tasks, including scouting and applying pesticide to emerging crops. Half the battle is keeping track of all the information about what's being applied where, and at what cost; the other half is managing the logistics. Factor in equipment readiness, weather conditions and labour...and now things really get interesting.
 
It can be tempting to throw details out the window and focus on the job at hand. But before that happens, take a few minutes to find out why the time you put in to capture and track herbicide usage is guaranteed to pay off.
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                                                        Harness the Power of Crop Health Imagery

        
                                                    

        
                                                    Wouldn't it be great if farmers could have an 'eye in the sky' that would monitor the health of their crops throughout the growing season? If everything looks good, they can enjoy the peace of mind in knowing that their chance of hitting the year's yield goals is promising. If problems are revealed, they have a chance to work with their trusted advisors to act fast — knowing exactly where to investigate gives quick, cost-effective remedies great odds.
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                                                        Will Blockchain Transform Agriculture?

        
                                                    

        
                                                    Blockchain is the latest buzzword in many business sectors today, and agriculture is no exception. A transparent and secure digital ledger system that allows two parties to conduct a transaction without the need for a trusted intermediary, blockchain captured headlines as the digital backbone of the cryptocurrency Bitcoin.
In recent months it has gained further attention as businesses explore ways to leverage blockchain technology to save money, improve transparency and reduce human error.
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